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Some visco-elastic aspects of liquid foams of high void fraction 
and possibilities of their application(*) 

J. de KRASINSKI and Y. FAN (CALGARY) 

LIQUID FOAMS of high dryness fraction belong to two-phase media. A foam composed of very 
small bubbles is shown experimentally to behave like a non-Newtonian fluid. For this purpose 
tests were carried out on flowing foams in smooth pipes of various diameters in the laminar 
range. An expression has been derived for a dynamic similarity number in foams which claims 
to possess a correct physical meaning and it takes into account the surface tension of the bubbles, 
their diameter, viscosity of the fluid composing the bubbles, the diameter of the pipe, the foam 
velocity and density. Using this dynamic similarity number relevant for foams, a very good 
correlation has been achieved for the friction coefficient of foams in pipes similar to the classical 
Hagen-Poiseuille one. Applying this newly-derived friction law, a good correlation has been 
obtained between the measured and estimated data of the impulse loss across a honey-comb 
immersed in foam and crossed by a moving shock wave. The unusually high impulse loss in the 
abov~ case reported in [1] finds its justification due to the non-Newtonian character of the foam. 

Plynne piany o duzej zawartosci gazu nalei:(l do osrodk6w dwufazowych. Piana zlozona z bardzo 
malych banieczek zachowuje si~ jak ciecz nienewtonowska, co zostalo stwierdzone doswiad
czalnie w niniejszej pracy. W tym celu przeprowadzono badania plynnych pian w gladkich 
rurach o r6znych srednicach i przy r6znych szybkosciach przeplywu. Wyprowadzono wyrazenie 
na liczb~ podobienstwa dynamicznego RF dla pian, posiadaj(!C<! prawdzi)Ve znaczenie fizyczne 
oraz uwzgl~dniaj(!C'l napr~zenia powierzchniowe banieczek, ich srednic~, lepkosc cieczy, sredni~ 
przewodu, szybkosc i g~stosc piany. Stosuj(lc now(! liczb~ podobienstwa dynamicznego, uzy
skano bardzo dobr(! korelacj~ mi~dzy wsp6lczynnikiem tarcia pian w rurach a liczb(l RF, po
doba'! do klasycznej korelacji Hagena- Poiseuille'a dla cieczy newtonowskich. Wykorzystuj(lc 
powyzsze prawo tarcia uzyskano r6wniez dobr(! korelacj~ rni~dzy obliczon(l a zmierzon(l strat(l 
impulsu fali uderzeniowej przechodZ'lcej przez cienkoscienny ulowy zesp6l rurek zanurzonych 
w pianie. Niezwykle silny spadek impulsu notowany w tych warunkach [1] daje si~ wyjasnic 
nienewtonowskim charakterem tarcia w pianach. 

)I(Hp;I<He rreHhi c 6oJihlllHM cop;epmaHHel\\ ra3a rrpHHap;JiemaT I< p;ayx¢a3HhiM cpep;aM. TieHa, 
COCTOHill;aH H3 oqeHb MaJibiX rry3bipbi<OB, Bep;eTCH I<ai< HeHblOTOHOBaH >HH,ll;I<OCTb, qTO I<OP.
CTaTHpoBaHO :mcrrepHMeHTaJibHO B HaCTOHill;eH pa6ore. C 3TOH ~eJiblO rrpoBe,D;eHhl HCCJiep;o
BaHHH >I<H,ll;HHX rreH B rJia,D;I<HX Tpy6ax C pa3HbiMH ,D;HaMeTPaMH H rrpH pa3HbiX CHOpOCTHX 
TeqeHHH. Bhmep;eHo Bbipamemre ,IJ;JIH ql{CJia p;HHaMHqecHoro rrop;o6HH RF ,D;JIH rreH, o6Jia
p;aiOrn;ero ,D;eHCTBHTeJibHhiM <l>H3HqeCI<HM 3HaqeHHeM H yqHTbiBaiOrn;ero ITOBepXHOCTHOe Ha
npH>I<eHHe 11Y3blpbi<OB, HX ,IJ;HaMeTp, BH3I<OCTb >I<H,D;I<OCTH, ,ll;HaMeTp npoBO,D;a, CI<OpOCTb 
H ITJIOTHOCTb rreHhl. TipHMeHHH HOBOe ql{CJIO ,IJ;HHaMHqeCI<OrO ITO,D;06HH, ITOJiyqeHa oqeHb XO
polllaH I<oppeJIH~HH Memp;y I<03<l>¢~eHTOM TpeHHH neH B Tpy6ax H ql{CJIOM RF , aHaJiorwrnaa 
I<JiaccHqeci<oll: I<oppeJIH~HH XareHa-Tiya3eiiJIH ,D;JIH HbiOToHoaoii >I<H,D;I<ocrn. 11cnoJib3YH Bhi
IIlerrpHaep;eHHhiH 3ai<oH TPeHHH, noJiyqeHa Tome xopolllaH HoppeJIH~HH Memp;y paCCql{TaHHoii 
H H3MepeHHoH ITOTepHMH HMITYJibCa yp;apHOH BOJIHbl npOXO,IJ;Hill;eH qepe3 TOHI<OCTeHHYIO yJieH-
6pa3HyiO CHCTeMy Tpy6oi<, rrorpymeHHbiX a rreHe. Heo6hii<HoBeHHo CHJibHoe nap;eHHe HM
onyJihca, oTMeqeHHoe a 3THX ycJioBHHX [1], o6'bHCHHeTCH HeHbiOTOHOBhiM xapai<TepoM TpeHHH 
B neHax. 

(") Paper presented at the XVI-th International Congress of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 
(ICTAM), August 19-25, 1984, Lyngby, Denmark. 
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1. Introduction 

A coNSIDERABLE amount of research has been made on liquid-gas mixtures of low void 
fraction called frothy mixtures, but comparatively little attention has been drawn to hi-gh 
void fraction liquid foams. The most remarkable feature of liquid-gas mixtures is that the 
velocity of sound in such a medium can attain extremely low values, one or two orders 
of magnitude lower than the components. A finely structured foam of high void fraction 
can. be considered as a continuum, it has a very long life duration and does not collapse 
under the stress of a shock wave. Pressure pulses propagate in it at extremely low velocities, 
a most unusual situation seldom encountered in nature. This leads to a paradoxical situa
tion like the achievement of high Mach Numbers with small relative velocities [2]. Many 
more interesting features are worth noting like powerful sound attenuation when com
pared to the well-known polyurethane dry foams, good shock wave attenuation in longer 
passages filled with foams, isothermal characteristics across the normal shock front, possi
bility of extracting high rates of frictional work at the boundary of a shock wave crossing 
a foam-filled thin walled honey-comb, etc. [1, 2, 3]. 

The void fraction is often quoted as the · principal parameter defining foam character
istics. It appears that this is not sufficient, the bubble diameter is also of fundamental 
importance because it is related to the foam stability and the stress produced by the surface 
tension. Small bubbles, high liquid viscosities and void fraction result in foams resistant 
to very high pressure gradients and having long life spans. 

Little is known about the non-Newtonian characteristics of liquid foams of high void 
fraction. A more detailed study of it shown below may result in a better understanding 
of other non-Newtonian liquids because of a newly-formulated approach. This study has 
also been applied with success to estimate the loss of a shock wave crossing a thin walled 
honey-comb filled with foam. The high impulse loss in this case is partly due to the non
Newtonian character of the foam. 

2. Results 

2.1. Friction in pipes 

Experiments have been conducted in a special rig to verify the friction characteristics 
of liquid foams and covered a range of bubble diameters, void fractions, liquid viscosities 
and pipe diameters. Table I indicates the pertinent data. Tests carried at low speeds gave 
nonlinear relations between shear stresses and shear rates pointing at a non-Newtonian 
behaviour. To correlate data, Metzner's classical method was adopted [4, 5] which assumes 

(I) r = K'( s;r. 
where V- mean velocity, D --diameter of the pipe, K' and n' found experimentally 
for the foams are approximately 18.5 and 0.48, respectively. Typical results of such tests 
are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 presents more data plotted against the shear rate for various 
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Table 1. Foam characteristics. 

Bubble diameter Void f:actionl Liquid viscosity Exponent n in 
Type of foam 

Water + detergent 
or shampoo 

Commercial (Gillette) 
Water + detergent 
+ glycerol 

d (rnm) 

0.52 to 0.4 

0.02 to 0.035 
0.52 to 0.4 

Ready-made Foam 

x Higher speed data 

a Low speed data 

(J 

-~·~ 10
1 ~ 

II 

s: 
'-" 

r-

p, kg/m s Eq. (6) 

0.9 to 0.4 0.001 to 0.00015 0.542 

0.93 0.148 0.507 
0.9 to 0.94 0.0064 to 0.01 0.542 

10- 1 L_J__J___L._l~lL___J____l_j_.LU.J.J_J_____J.____.L.J...J..l.JLll.L.____l__L_LJ..l_.l.J.ll__L__j_____LLli.J_J_J~---'----L-Lllll-'----i _'-----L..........,'-L-U.I 

10-3 10-z 10-1 10 10 3 10 4 

Bv/D (1/sec ) 

FIG. 1. Wall stress in pipes with moving ready-made foam as/(V/D) using Metzner's power Jaw 
for non-Newtonian fluids. 

foams and pipe diameters. Comparison is made of the shear stress which would be obtained 
if the liquids alone were used. One observes that the foams for the same shear rate may 
have about two orders of magnitude more shear stress than the liquid component. 

Figure 3 shows the results in terms of the fJ;iction coefficient C1 against the "Reynolds 
Number" R' adopted by Metzner. Again the correlation is very good. In this case 

(2) R' 

(3) 
16 

Cf=Ji'. 

The last expression is identical with the Hagen-Poiseuille for Newtonian fluids. 
Notwithstanding the good correlation shown above, one may object that the classical 

expression [I] commonly used for non-Newtonian fluids as well as the "Reynolds Number" 
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R' defined above are objectionable from the fundamental point of view involving prin
ciples of dynamic similarity of all systems which obey Newton's laws of motion. It can 
be shown that for such systems the generalized dynamic similarity number [6J is 

Inertia Stresses 
(4) 

Stress of the "Typical Force" 

If the typical force relates to the viscous stress, the above ratio is the Reynolds Number. 
If the compressibility comes in the foreground because of increased velocities, this ratio 

100 

(/)~ 

§ 1.0 
t:) 

0.1 

001 

a. 001 L..-..--L-.l.._l._.L...LLJIIU--L___l___L.LLLUL_L_L...J.......L.Ll...LllL__L_.l_LL.Lli..LL----'---'-'--'-'-JL..J..JI 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 

Shear rate, V/D, (1/sec) 

FIG. 2. Measured shear stress of foams io pipes compared with the stress of liquids forming these foams 
as f(U/D). 

becomes the Mach Number, if gravity, it is the Froude Number and so on. In the expression 
for R' used commonly for the non-Newtonian fluids one does not recognize in it this 
fundamental feature. It rather becomes a correlation parameter with an arbitrarily chosen 
number 8 to fit the classical Hagen-Poiseuille formula for the friction coefficient. Also 
the numbers K' and n' must be found experimentally in a tedious way for each fluid with 
a dimensionally obscure meaning of the K' standing Jor viscosity. In other words it is 
a method forcing non-Newtonian fluids into a Newtonian frame! 
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A Detergent roam 

• Shampoo Foam 

o Shaving Foam 

1.0 
R' 

10 

FIG. 3. The friction coefficient c1 obtained from Metzner's formula and his definition of the Reynolds 
Number. 

2.2. Derivation of the similarity number for foams - RF 

A different approach was sought. In a two-component medium consisting of a finely 
dispersed fluid in a gas, yet forming a continuum through the interaction of bubbles, the 
"typical stresses" are represented through the surface tension acting on the normal to 
the bubble surface and tangential stresses due to friction between the bubbles and the 
walls, both are of importance even at very slow motion. The relation between aii and riJ 

of the stress tensor is theoretically unknown. One may ve·nture, however, that the general
ized dynamical similarity number, expressed in Eq. (4) must hold. Thus for the foam mix
ture it should take the form 

(5) 
Inertia stresses 

------------------------------~-- = RF! 
(viscous stresses)\ (surface tension stresses)1 -n 

and would represent truly the equivalent of the Reynolds Number. Here the typical stress 
must be composed of two parts, as it is a two-component mixture. For the foams this 
new . similarity number is 

(6) 
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where D is the pipe diameter, fl viscosity of the liquid, a surface tension of the bubble, 
d bubble diameter, f!F foam density.lt should be noted that RF properly understood cannot 
contain any arbitrary numbers. 

If the reasoning is correct, one should also obtain a good correlation for various foams 
and tube diameters using this new concept. 

Pipe Friction 

Proposed relation between Cr and RF 

Cr = 30/ Rr 

• Ready -made Foam (high speed daia) 

• Ready -made roam (tow speed , datu ) 

o Shampoo / Air roam 

~:> Detergent/ Air Foam 

10 1 '---~...L-J..JLJ.JJ.L____J~J.....LJ...L..I..LI.---'--LJ._J__LL~ I I I I ' ' I I _j ,_I -LLLlu_!l ___._____._....._._,_..._._ 

10-6 10 -s 10 -4 10- 3 10 - 2 10 -1 

FIG. 4. Relation between Cf and RF using the correct definition of the Reynolds Number, proposed in the 
paper. 

Figure 4 shows such a correlation in terms of the friction coefficient. It is very satis
factory and leads to an expression similar to the Hagen-Poiseuille formula 

(7) 

which justifies this new approach. 
The exponent n seems to vary very little within the range of the tested foams and is 

likely to be a weak function of the void fraction and bubble size. Experimental values of 
n are listed in Table I. The advantage of this method is that it deals with only one empirical 
parameter n, provides an insight into the contribution of the surface tension, bubble diam
eter, viscosity of the fluid (which is Newtonian) and above all does not violate the prin
ciple of dynamical similarity. This method should be tested, if possible, for other non
Newtonian fluids. The expression (6) appears to be more satisfactory than the usually 
adopted definition of "Reynolds Number" in Eq. (2) for non-Newtonian fluids. 
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2.3. Shock waves in foams 

Besides various aspects of shock waves in foams developed previously [I, 2], the above 
findings might be used to explain the unusually strong shock wave attenuation observed 
when a normal shock moving in a tube with foam traverses a thin-walled honey-comb 
immersed in foam (see Fig. 5). Before the arrival of the shock, the foam inside the honey
comb is stationary. It may be assumed that for a moderately short honey-comb, say (length 
of the cell) -7- (cell diameter) = 10, the particle-velocity will be imparted to the foam in 

wz 

room 

0 

FIG. 5. A schematic outlay of shock tube experiments using a ho-ney-comb immersed in foam and traversed 
by a shock wave. 

the cells and the flow will still be laminar. In the tube of diameter D 0 there are N cells 
having each the diameter De and length /. Thus ND~ ~ D5. The wetted area of the cells 
is NDcnl. Initially the foam in the honey-comb has a velocity u1 = 0 after the shock foam 
reaches (for moderately long cells) the particle velocity u2 , which is calculable from normal 
shock relations [3]. For the change of u a linear relation may be assumed u = bt, with 

b some constant, thus if the time required to cross the honey-comb is T, u2 =bT = ~~ , 
w 

with W = mean shock wave velocity across the honey-comb, say (W1 + W2 )/2. For a foam 
with surface tension a, liquid viscosity p,, bubble diameter d, one obtains from the previous 

u2 
consideration using Eqs. (6) and (7) to calculate the wall stress Tw = C1eF --f- the loss 

of impulse 

(8) 
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If the cross section of the shock tube is A 0 , the loss of impulse per unit area with ND~ ~ D~ 

(9) 
60NDY(~t"(ijf)" 

D~W(n+l) 

60 J2 ( -Jf" (f)" 
DcW(n+l) 

One observes the importance of the ratio l/D0 and of the length I of the honey-comb cells 

as ~~ ~ ( ~0 } 

2 

~ J2 for D0 = const. Experiments were carried ont in · a shock tube to 

verify these assumptions using data shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Details of shock impulse loss. 

Honey-comb 

N= 51 
t = 0.2 mm (wall thickness of the honey
comb) 
De= 6.5 mm 
i=80mm 
Wet. Area: 51 Den! 

Foam (ready made) 

n = 0.493 (Eq. 5) 
d = 0.02 mm 

a= 0.025 N/m 

11 = 0.014 Pas 

Figure 6 gives the estimated and measured values as per Eq. (8) of the impulse loss 
against the Mach Number of the shock wave propagating in the foam. The agreement 
is very good. For longer cells the particle velocity u2 estimated from normal shock formulae 
was too high and the estimated losses were also too high. It appears that for long cells 

LJI - P doesn't hold with the assumption that u2 = particle velocity. 
Ao 

V) 
V) 

-2 
Q) 

~ 
::J 
Q 

0.3 ,.----------- --- ---------, 

• . ·------------· . -.-r· 
·----- • i I 

.§ 0.1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

oL-----~1 .1-----1~2-----~1.3-~-~1~4----~15 

Average Mach no. M 

FIG. 6. Friction\ mpulse loss through a honey-comb immersed in foam and traversed by a shock wave. 
Comparison between formula and measurements in a shock tube. 
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3. Conclusions 

Liquid foams of high void fraction have a comparatively simpler internal structure 
than many other non-Newtonian fluids. This provides the possibility for a more rational 
approach to estimate the friction coefficient C1 in pipes in the laminar range because the 
Reynolds Number proposed in this paper for foams RF is properly formulated. Excellent 
correlation has been obtained using the newly developed expression between C1 and RF 

for a wide range of pipe diameters, fluid viscosities and bubble diameters. Using these 
findings a formula has been developed to estimate the impulse drop due to frictional 
dissipation for a shock wave crossing to a thin-walled honey-comb in liquid foam. It 
provides a very high resistance to flow much more so than the liquid component itself. 
It is hoped that this new approach may be adopted to other non-Newtonian fluids and 
explain better their behaviour. 
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